Abstract. The chaotic, but nondeterministic, structure of the ionosphere and radio wave amplitude and phase scintillation measured on the ground have been simulated using the phase screen model with the power law spectrum of random Gaussian phase fluctuations. Comparison of the information dimension calculated for phase fluctuations on a screen with that for amplitude scintillation at the receiver shows that the original chaotic structure in the ionosphere is completely masked by the propagation effects. Hence the ionospheric turbulence attractor (if it exists) cannot be reconstructed from amplitude scintillation data. On the other hand, measured phase scintillation data adequately reproduce the assumed chaotic structure in the ionosphere. Results of the attractor reconstruction for amplitude scintillation observed at high latitudes show an excellent agreement with our simulation.
Introduction
In recent years the concepts of chaos and nonlinear dynamics have found application in studying the behavior of various complex systems. Their attractiveness stems from the fact that they provide a relatively simple statistical description of the system. Although the use of the nonlinear dynamics approach does not tell us about the physical nature of a system, the theoretical model of the system should aim in reproducing the results of nonlinear analysis.
It is known that ionospheric plasma turbulence causes scintillation of transionospheric radio signals. An important question is what can we learn about the irregular structure from scintillation measurements. The answer to this question is provided by the scintillation theory which relates the measured statistical parameters of scintillation and statistics of irregularities [Yeh and Liu, 1982] . It has been found, for instance, that the phase and amplitude scintillation spectra can be used to deduce the form of the power spectrum of electron density fluctuations. However, the power spectrum does not describe unambiguously the turbulent nature of Copyright 1994 by the American Geophysical Union.
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0048-6604/94/93RS-01828508.00 the ionosphere [Costa and Kelley, 1978 ; Bhattacharyya, 1990] since it gives only the power of Fourier components, while the information about the phase coherence between components is missing. An alternate description of ionospheric turbulence can be inferred using the chaotic system concept. It gives an independent measure known as fractal or Hausdorff-Besicovich dimension characterizing the "degree of chaos" or "degree of determinism" which is present in the experimental data. In other words, the fractal dimension provides some measure of the number of degrees of freedom or independent parameters describing the system under study. It is based on the rough notion that the fractal dimension increases with the complexity of the system. More precisely, the fractal dimension is the dimension of the strange attractor, a certain domain of phase space toward which converge all trajectories of the chaotic system ([Berg• et al.,
.1987] gives an excellent introduction to the chaos theory). Alternative dimensions, characterizing the attractor, include the information dimension and the correlation dimension. In most cases they are equal to the fractal dimension. The chaotic behavior of ionospheric electron density fluctuations resulting from the interchange instabilities has been investigated by Huba et al. [1985] and Hassam et al. [ 1986] . In the first paper it has been shown that for a three-mode system the nonlinear equations describing the Rayleigh-Taylor and E x B gradient drift instabilities reduce to equations which describe the so-called Lorenz attractor for Rayleigh-Benard instability, a typical example of the chaotic system. In the development of chaotic behavior the ion inertia plays a critical role in that if it is neglected, as below 500 km in the ionosphere, the three-mode system does not exhibit chaos, and a stable convection results. Hassam et al. [1986] have shown, however, that this is not so when many mode coupling is allowed. At the same time, in the inertial regime, for which the threemode theory predicts chaos, the large-scale turbulence cells do not show chaotic behavior.
An attempt to obtain information about the chaotic behavior of ionospheric plasma density has been made by Bhattacharyya [1990] who has analyzed phase and amplitude scintillation data. Her main conclusions are (1) ionospheric turbulence is generally low dimensional; (2) as the strength of amplitude scintillation increases, its information dimension increases, possibly due to the "focusing" of the incident wave. Thus a higher scintillation intensity does not necessarily imply higher dimensionality of the ionospheric plasma turbulence.
In this paper we will relate the chaotic behavior of ionospheric turbulence and scintillation using numerical modeling of scintillation and compare the results with observations made at high latitudes.
Numerical Mode of Scintillation
To model the amplitude scintillation resulting from wave propagation through the irregular ionosphere, we can apply the method described, for instance, by Knepp [1982] and Rino and Owen [1984] . In this method the phase screen model is used in which the irregular ionosphere affects only the phase of the wave. The amplitude fluctuations develop during propagation between the screen and the ground as a result of phase mixing. If the dimension of the first Fresnel zone is much smaller than the outer scale of the phase fluctuations on the screen, the wave field on the ground can be computed using the KirchhotF s diffraction formula [ Yeh and Liu, 1982 
where •-is a fixed time delay equal to the multiple n of the sampling time At and t i is the discrete time.
It has been shown [Takens, 1981] Since specific problems might be encountered when reconstructing high-dimensional attractors, we have tested the procedure also for the Mackey 
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• Three sets of data corresponding to the weak, moderate, and strong scintillation have been analyzed. In Figure 10 is a lack of saturation and high values of D I at large rn. This behavior of Dl(rn) seems to be independent of the scintillation intensity and spectral index. The agreement with the results of simulation is striking. Unfortunately, we have no phase scintillation measurements at our disposal; thus its comparison needs to be deferred to the future.
Discussion and Conclusions
In this paper we tried to relate the chaotic behavior of ionospheric turbulence to the amplitude and phase scintillations. On the basis of the simulation calculations, we conclude that the propagation effects would mask the effects of turbulence, and thus the ionospheric turbulence attractor cannot be reconstructed from the amplitude scintillation analysis. This conclusion agrees with Bhattacharyya's [1990] results. However, at one point our results disagree with that of Bhattacharyya. She has found an increase of Di with the scintillation intensity, while both simulation and data analysis presented here show that it is independent of scintillation intensity. This disagreement might be due to the fact that in all her cases, Bhattacharyya used the delay time r equal to the sampling time A t. We have shown that the optimal delay is that equal to the first zero of the autocorrelation function %; otherwise, the attractor dimension is underestimated. For small scintillation intensity % might be much larger than the sampling time, and consequently, D• will be underestimated. Additionally, D• is underestimated because the data sets analyzed by Bhattacharyya are very small (N = 800). With increasing scintillation intensity, % decreases, becoming closer to At, and the dimension estimate increases.
In spite of a failure of amplitude scintillation analysis to reproduce the chaotic behavior of ionospheric turbulence, the analysis of phase scintillation measurements could be valuabl e in studying the chaos in the ionosphere.
The difference in the chaotic behavior of amplitude and phase scintillation is apparently related to the physical mechanisms responsible for each type of scintillation [Yeh and Liu, 1982] . As the wave propagates inside the irregularity slab, to the first order,,,only its phase is affected by the random fluctuations of refractive index and when emerging from the slab, the wave front is phase modulated. 
